Introduction {#sec1-1}
============

Research Highlights {#sec2-1}
-------------------

-   The CNS is recognized as a constantly changing system. This characteristic called neuroplasticity consists of this tissue ability to reorganize as a consequence of normal development, during the learning process or after damage to the CNS. Some evidence that the sensory modality loss can trigger a reorganization of the CNS, especially in the cortex, expanding and making more functional the information processing provided by the intact senses. These neural changes can be explained through two theories: cross-plasticity and Multimodal plasticity.

-   The occipital cortex activation for nonvisual tasks results in better performance in early and congenital visual impaired. Such improvement in the non-visual information processing is related to the elimination reduction process of non-functional synapses in the occipital cortex. This elimination process, dependent experience, enables the brain to test innumerable synapses in the occipital cortex and eliminate ineffective synapses for vision but for other functions may be useful.

-   The brain plasticity occurs in individuals who lost sight in the first years of life both from the functional point of view and in the recruited brain area extension. The cross-plasticity occurs in response to vision sensory deprivation in visually impaired individuals. The multimodal plasticity refers to the balance alteration in the neural networks, due to the vision absence, which enables the activation of preexisting pathways that were being inhibited by vision.

-   The cross-plasticity and multimodal theories corroborate for studies that have shown that visual cortical areas are recruited after visual loss for the processing of non-visual information. Cross-neuroplasticity has been associated with recruitment of visual brain areas during the sound and auditory processing. The hearing becomes more functional due it is frequently recruited to locate auditory stimuli, tactile and smell perception.

Background {#sec1-2}
==========

It is estimated that by 2020 the population of the visually impaired reaches 75 million people worldwide¹, this fact shows the importance of understanding the neuronal changes that occur in these individuals, in order to enable the development of new treatment alternatives and understanding of how the brain behaves in the sense absence. However, science still cannot explain how neuroplasticity may become functional for all visual impaired (VI) and thus ensure that they can have the same adaptive enhancements.^[@ref2],[@ref3]^

Brodmann,^[@ref4]^ in 1909, classified the human brain functionally in 52 areas, believing that science was finally able to explain the functioning of this organ.^[@ref5]^ Hubel and Wiesel,^[@ref6]^ later to receive the Nobel Prize in medicine in a pioneering study, uncovered the primary visual cortex characteristics (area 17 of Brodmann). From experiments with monkeys, which they were subjected to radioactive amino acids in the right eye and a subsequent radiographic of the visual cortex analysis and its other cortical areas associated with vision. Nevertheless, the brain classification into areas was an attempt to simplify something extremely complex. To this day, the human brain remains an enigma for neuroscientists since the understanding of its functioning goes beyond the demarcation of brain areas associated with a given function. It is known that if a child undergoes a hemispherectomy, the surviving hemisphere may assume some the lost hemisphere functions. This contributes to strengthening the thinking that our brain is dynamic and capable of undergoing changes that allow for functional adaptations.^[@ref5],[@ref7]^ Neuroplasticity experts call this cerebral dynamic behavior as a continuous alteration, either through the new synapses realization or by the preexisting pathways rearrangement.^[@ref2]^ Neuroplasticity can be stimulated by learning new skills, illness or sensory deprivation^[@ref8]^ and this one may enable VI to improve other non-visual functions such as hearing, touch and smell. Thus, visual loss causes a series of functional transformations in the Central Nervous System (CNS) that leads to the individual environment adaptation.^[@ref2],[@ref3],[@ref9]^

In current systematic review, we discuss about the cross modal and multimodal neuroplasticity in VI, highlighting the possible improvements connected with them due to sensorial substitution from tactile, auditory and olfactory functions in occipital areas.

Materials and Methods {#sec1-3}
=====================

The systematic review was conducted in line with the Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses (PRISMA statement). It also consists of a review of English language research articles about the following: Late blind, Blind, Blind congenital, Blind early, Neuroplasticity, Brain plasticity, and sensorial stimuli (*e.g.* auditory, tactile and olfactory stimuli). Original articles and reviews were included in this systematic review. No date or publication status restrictions were imposed. Criteria for selection were: Studies that investigated the association of neuroplasticity in visually impaired with improvement in tactile, auditory and olfactory response. Brain plasticity studies in congenital visual impairment and late visually impaired. Criteria for exclusion were: book reviews, conference proceedings, or editorials. The results were analyzed, and papers that were deemed to be relevant and of an acceptable quality were included in the analysis.

Information sources {#sec2-2}
-------------------

Online searches in the database Pubmed without date or publication status restrictions were initially performed in August 2017 and repeated in October 2017 using relevant search terms: \[Late Blind or Blind Congenital or Blind Early\] and \[Neuroplasticity or Brain plasticity\] and \[Auditory or tactile or olfactory\]. Due to the broad nature of the review, the search was focused on the Neuroplasticity and visually impaired. Abstracts were examined for references to the research question and if the study appeared relevant, then the full text was retrieved. Reference lists of identified articles were searched for additional studies.

Study selection and data extraction {#sec2-3}
-----------------------------------

Four reviewers (PRS, TF, FC, and LS) independently read the titles and/or abstracts of the identified papers and eliminated irrelevant studies. Studies considered eligible for inclusion were read in full, and their suitability for inclusion was determined independently by them. Disagreements were managed by consensus. However, if this was not successful, consensus was sought by a fifth reviewer (VM). Data were extracted based on study design and setting. Some authors were contacted to provide supplemental information when insufficient data were provided in the study. The authors of two studies were contacted for further information having read their titles and abstracts. Two replied; since it bases the literature review fulfilled the inclusion criteria.

Study selection {#sec2-4}
---------------

Studies were included if they met the following inclusion criteria:

Initially, retrieved papers from each database were compared to remove duplicate records. Papers were then screened for eligibility based on their title and abstract, and where necessary the full-text publication was reviewed. Types of neurobiological modalities: Studies were included if they investigated brain structural connectivity using correlation among Neuroplasticity with auditory, tactile or olfactory stimulus in blind. Types of participants: Population composed of healthy individuals and individuals with visually impaired (*e.g.* babies, children, young adults and middle-aged). Moreover, "experimental models" using animals non-humans.

Articles were screened for eligibility based on their title and abstract, and where necessary the full-text publication was reviewed. These 197 articles were classified as meeting eligibility criteria. The next stage of the winnowing process involved full-text screening of the potentially relevant documents; of which were subsequently deemed to meet eligibility criteria. Thus, in total, 58 studies were included in the review.

Results {#sec1-4}
=======

The neural networks reorganization in neuroplasticity in blind patients is a compensatory form of visual deprivation, mainly with the increased sensitivity to touch, smell and hearing (Supplementary Table 1). In an animal study, with vision deprivation before and on the fifth month, more significant activation was observed in the auditory cortex of those before.^[@ref11],[@ref12]^

Using Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI), Sadato *et al*.,^[@ref13]^ compared auditory cortex activity in 23 subjects; 15 blind and 8 non-blind during a tactile discrimination task. We observed that the blind activity in the post-central gyrus and the posterior parietal cortex increases with a decrease in the secondary somatosensory area. It suggests the occurrence of an association between touch and visual area.^[@ref13]^ In another study with medium latency auditory evoked potential, a reorganization was observed at the thalamic level and in the auditory cortex in blind.^[@ref14]^

Studies have shown that cortical thickness is related to neuroplasticity, differently between congenital and late blind. For instance, in the Jiang *et al.*^[@ref15]^ study. The results demonstrated that the visual cortex of early blind are thicker than the late blind and non-blind. The researchers suggested that the lack of visual experience of early blind increases the functional synapses in the visual cortex, making it more expressive and with more synapses concerning the other study groups. Park *et al*.^[@ref16]^ also analyzed the cortical thickness of 33 regions and found that the congenital visual impairment has a greater cortical thickness in areas associated with vision, while those with late blind have little or no cortical surface reduction.

Discussion {#sec1-5}
==========

In this systematic review, we have discussed aspects about the cross modal and multimodal neuroplasticity in VI. According to the literature consulted, the occipital cortex participates in the tactile, auditory and olfactory functions improvement. Moreover, brain plasticity depends on the age of vision loss and can occur basically in two ways: cross-plasticity and multimodal. This fact corroborates to confirm what the scientists discovered more than half a decade through the neuroplasticity studies that we can highlight Paul Bach and Rita in 1967 through their observations and experiments, involving the brain-machine interface, discovered that the brain can reorganize the neural network in the absence of some sense.^[@ref7]^

We confirm evidence for the functional improvement of other blind non-visual senses in recent studies by Ortiz-Téran *et al*.^[@ref9]^ These authors used 11 blind after age 14 in the survey and observed through MRI a connectivity between unimodal and multimodal areas when compared to non-blind, that is, late blind and early blind when compared to the control group demonstrated improved functional connections that potentiate aspects of the sensory adaptive phenomena after visual deprivation. It may be associated with improved non-visual senses such as touch, smell, and hearing. A secondary finding in their study was the critical role of multi-sensory integration receptor areas in network reorganization and intermodal plasticity in blind individuals.

The brain occipital region and its neuroplasticity for other non-visual functions {#sec2-5}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The CNS is a constantly changing system. This characteristic called neuroplasticity consists of the tissue ability to reorganize as a normal development consequence, during the learning process or after damage to the CNS.2,3,9 Neuroplasticity is also associated with the age at which the individual became VI, *i.e*. if the deficiency is congenital or acquired.17 Some evidence that the sensory modality loss can trigger a CNS reorganization, mainly at the cortical level, expanding and making more functional the information processing provided by the intact senses. Thereby, VI promotes cortical alterations that result in an improved functional capacity ([Figure 1](#fig001){ref-type="fig"}), mainly, auditory. ^[@ref10]^ These neural changes can be explained through two theories. The first is the crossplasticity that occurs in response to vision sensory deprivation in congenitally blind individuals.^[@ref2]^ The second refers to the balance alteration in the neural networks, due to the vision absence, that enables activation of preexisting pathways, which were being inhibited by vision.^[@ref18]^ For instance, when Ortiz-Terán *et al.*^[@ref10]^ compare lateonset VI and CVI by RMF, observed that late-onset VIs showed increased multimodal integration connections in the parietal- opercular, temporoparietal junction, and ventricular pre-motor regions, whereas CVI subjects had greater associations only in the upper parietal cortex.

Therefore, neural tissue can adapt to different situations, so the vision absence does not necessarily lead to the visual cortex permanent inactivation, and it often enables the brain to modulate pre-established function areas. In healthy individuals, visual and language regions tend to "reside" in separate modules, on the other hand, we observed a fusion of these areas in CVI.^[@ref19]^ In this way, the left frontal lobe, which is responsible for speech, can interact with the occipital lobe to assist in this function control.^[@ref12],[@ref13],[@ref20],[@ref22]^ In the study by Ortiz- Terán *et al.*,^[@ref9]^ the local and distant connectivity integration in the cortex of late VI, CVI, and health vision individuals was compared to investigate the functional reorganization that visual deprivation provides. In this study, it was demonstrated that early and late VIs compared to individuals with health vision shows better functional connections, which potentiate the sensory adaptive process after visual deprivation. Analyzing the neuroimaging signs, the researchers concluded that the largest cortical changes occurred in the multimodal and association cortex. VIs presented better connections of multimodal integration in the parietal-opercular, temporoparietal and ventral premotor regions, whereas congenital VI showed superior connections of the parietal cortex.

Anatomic-physiological changes in the visually impaired {#sec2-6}
-------------------------------------------------------

In congenital and early VIs, occur an increase in the cortical thickness of the occipital lobes, when compared to those with regular vision.^[@ref15],[@ref16],[@ref22],[@ref23]^ It is due to the elimination process absence of non-functional synapses in the occipital cortex, which usually occurs in normal vision people. It leads to these synapses accumulation, culminating with a greater visual cortex thickness.^[@ref15]^ Thus, the CNS has a selection mechanism that allows the construction and reconstruction of the synapses throughout the individual development. Therefore, not all synapses constructed are functional for the occipital cortex, vision usuful stimuli are necessary for an effective synapses selection for the correct functioning of that sense. In addition, we observed that this process occurs rapidly at early ages (between 2-4 months of life) and is maintained until the age of 11.^[@ref24]^ However, this fact does not apply to late VIs, since the central nervous system is formed.^[@ref15],[@ref16],[@ref22],[@ref23]^

The increase in the occipital cortex thickness, due to the accumulation of nonfunctional synapses for vision, has been correlated with better auditory performance. ^[@ref23]^ Therefore, the occipital cortex activation for non-visual tasks results in early and congenital VI better performance. Such improvement in the non-visual information processing is related to the elimination reduction process of non-functional synapses in the occipital cortex. This elimination process is a dependent experience that enables the brain to test many synapses in the occipital cortex and eliminate ineffective synapses for vision but other functions may be useful. Thus, congenital and early VIs have a greater amount of non-functional synapses for the vision recruited to auxiliary the non-visual information processing. ^[@ref15],[@ref27],[@ref28]^

Brain plasticity differences in congenital, early and late visual impairment {#sec2-7}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------

The plastic changes resulting in early blind occur in a greater magnitude both from the functional and extension of the recruited brain area.^[@ref2]^ It indicates that early VI have a greater cerebral plasticity in the occipital cortex that can reflect functional and behavioral differences when compared to late VI.^[@ref29]^ Cross-plasticity is well established in CVI and early VI.^[@ref30]^ An important issue is whether late VI may also benefit from compensatory changes.

Visual deprivation can cause plastic modifications that allow non-visual information to enter the occipital cortex. Two theories may be explained these neural modifications. The first would be the crossplasticity that occurs in response to vision sensory deprivation in VIs. The second one refers to the balance alteration in the neural networks, due to the vision absence, which enables the activation of preexisting pathways that were being inhibited by vision ([Figure 2](#fig002){ref-type="fig"}).^[@ref13]^ It reinforces the idea of preexisting latent pathways between the specific sensory cortex and/or between multisensory areas and the occipital cortex.^[@ref31]^ A neuroimaging study by Sadato *et al*.^[@ref13]^ infers that cross-plasticity is regulated for a critical period, which limits the plastic modifications in the cortex of individuals who suffered visual loss. However, other studies have shown that cross-plasticity phenomena can instead be regulated over a sensitive period, in which sensory experience has a greater influence on the behavioral and cortical development and not necessarily in a particular period ([Figure 3](#fig003){ref-type="fig"}).^[@ref32],[@ref33]^

Kujala *et al.*,^[@ref34]^ infer the possibility of rearrangement by cross-plasticity in late VI. In this study, they evaluated responses to potentials related to early and late VI events. Similar results were observed among them when subjected to the detection of sound changes. The authors concluded that cross-plasticity is related to the visual loss age. Therefore, early VI will have higher occipital cortex recruitment than those with late onset both in functionality and in recruited areas.

Evidence for the cross-plasticity existence in adults results from the investigation of the temporary visual deprivation effects in subjects with normal vision. The light deprivation in a short time increases the visual cortex excitability whereas deprivation for a brief period led to an increase in visual cortex activity.^[@ref35]^ Pascual-Leone and Hamilton^[@ref36]^ developed a protocol in which non-blind volunteers had their eyes blindfolded for 5 days. The results showed an increase of the occipital cortex activity in response to tactile stimulation after 5 days of complete visual deprivation, however, when withdrawing sales, the activity was not present at the same level. These results indicate a rapid cross-plasticity in the occipital cortex after visual deprivation. In addition, Weisser *et al*.,^[@ref37]^ showed that the visual deprivation in a short time is sufficient to induce cross-plasticity resulting in alterations in the occipital cortex.

Recently, Ortiz-Terán *et al*.^[@ref9]^ investigated the cortex changes of late VI individuals, CVI, and normal vision. The researchers observed that functional changes occurred in the sensory cortex, while neuroplasticity was most prominently in the multimodal and association cortex. Late deficits compared to the control group show an increase in multimodal integration connections in parietal-opercular regions, temporoparietal junction and ventricular pre-motor regions. On the other hand, the congenital deficits in comparison to the control group showed increased connections in the superior parietal and parietal opercular cortex. This study revealed the critical role of multisensory integration areas in network reorganization and cross-plasticity in VI individuals. Moreover, there was greater functional connectivity in the intermodal integration cortex in VI compared to subjects without visual impairment. These results suggest that although functional changes occur in the unimodal cortex, including the lateral occipital cortex, the large changes of neuroplasticity in VI individuals occur at the level of the multimodal integration processing regions.^[@ref9]^ A study using positron emission tomography (PET) investigated the metabolism of glucose in the occipital cortex of individuals who lost sight during the first years of life and blindfolded individuals who had normal vision. It was observed that in the occipital cortex of VI, glucose metabolism was higher than in blindfolded individuals. ^[@ref38]^ In another study that also evaluated glucose metabolism in VI, Wanetdefalque *et al*.^[@ref39]^ compared early and late visual impairment. It was found in this study that glucose metabolism is higher in early VI when compared to late VI indicating a greater neural activity in the occipital cortex.

Improvements of non-visual functions in visually impaired {#sec2-8}
---------------------------------------------------------

The cross-plasticity and multimodal theories corroborate for studies that have shown that visual cortical areas are recruited after visual loss for the processing of non-visual information.^[@ref30]^ Cross-neuroplasticity has been associated with the visual brain areas recruitment during the sound and auditory processing.^[@ref9],[@ref12],20,21,27,32,[@ref40]^ Thus, research has reported superior performance in VI in a variety of sensory and cognitive processing tasks that include hearing, touch, and smell.^[@ref45],[@ref46]^ Cuevas *et al*.^[@ref47]^ investigated olfactory discrimination and odor identification abilities using olfactory identification tasks at three levels (free identification, semantic and semantic cues and phonological cues) in early VI and health vision people. The study showed that early VI significantly outperformed the control group with normal vision in odor discrimination in the free identification phase (with no semantic or phonological cues) and semantic cues. In addition, the largest difference between the groups was observed in the free identification in comparison with the semantic track and the multiple-choice conditions (semantic and phonological cues). The authors concluded that early VIs have better perceptual abilities as well as better access to information stored in semantic memory than individuals with normal vision.

The occipital cortex areas activations in VI to non-visual stimuli were observed through the sonic tasks use that resulted in the activation of those regions that would normally be associated with visual functions. Evidence lines suggest that structural and functional modifications in cross-plasticity are extremely important for VI adaptation. These evidence are based on the positive correlation between the extension in the activated visual cortex in VI and the sound location precision improvement.^[@ref23],[@ref28]^ This fact reinforces the idea that visual cortical areas are recruited after blindness, for the auditory information processing.^[@ref30]^ Although the visual loss age influences on the cross-plasticity, and the hearing functionality, ^[@ref10]^ an improved sound localization was observed after early and late visual deprivation.^[@ref48],[@ref49]^ In addition, the functional magnetic resonance imaging use (MRI), Coullon *et al*.^[@ref50]^ compared auditory responses between individuals with congenital anophthalmia, visual impairment of early onset (in the first years of life), and in a control group with a normal vision. They found that the superior colliculus is recruited by the auditory system in congenital blindness and early onset. Auditory subcortical responses were altered as result of visual loss. Specifically, responses in the auditory thalamus were equally intense for contralateral and ipsilateral stimulation in both groups of VI, while the control presented more pronounced responses to contralateral stimulation. These findings indicate that early blindness results in a substantial reorganization of subcortical hearing responses.

Neuroplasticity evidence in adults who have passed short periods of blindfolding also reported a common transient increase in the accuracy of sound localization, *i.e.* there is a short period of time capable of causing changes in connections between brain regions that process information from different sensorial modalities.^[@ref51]^ Longerterm deprivation originating from early development probably results in abnormal connectivity patterns that result in the occipital cortex recruitment for the nonvisual stimuli processing. In fact, it has been reported that in early VI there is an increase in the coupling-dependent stimuli processing between auditory and visual areas,^[@ref52]^ as well as greater auditory connectivity to the visual cortex compared to individuals who have normal vision.^[@ref53]^

Other evidence regarding auditory improvement is related to the location of objects in space. In people with normal vision, the localization is made by a combination of vision sensory information and hearing that allows a better location estimation of an object when compared to the use of only one or other sense alone.^[@ref54]^ Thus, the vision absence may hinder the localization of sound by VI. This difficulty can be likened to the illusion of the ventriloquist, which consists in minimizing the most visible movements of the lips and the mouth in order to confuse the observer over the sound origin, which is thus attributed to the puppet. In this situation, the observer loses the visual perception of the artist's mouth having to locate the sound only by hearing. ^[@ref54]^ In this way, vision and hearing play a fundamental role in spatial location. However, in the vision absence, VI must rely on their hearing for their location. Thus, hearing becomes more functional since it is frequently recruited to locate auditory stimuli.^[@ref55]^

Another functional improvement is associated with tactile perception. Bauer *et al.*^[@ref56]^ constructed a study model that used a tactile device composed of 32x36 pins with spacing between them of 2.4mm in which each pin could be controlled independently. The control of each pin was done by software that produced symmetrical and asymmetric patterns of tactile stimulation. The authors concluded that early VI appear to exhibit enhanced abilities to detect symmetrical tactile patterns compared to the normal vision (blindfolded) control group. There is evidence that the VI occipital lobe can participate in the tactile discrimination improvement.^[@ref57]^ Due to the importance of symmetry in visual perception, studies investigated the prior visual experience effect on forms and recognition tactile detection of tactile images, comparing VI performance and blindfolded vision. It was found that CVIs perform better in tactile perception when compared to blindfolded individuals.^[@ref60]^ Furthermore, Goldreich and Kanics^[@ref45]^ compare the tactile performance of early CVI and normal subjects for vision. Participants performed a Braille reading task using the dominant finger. The results demonstrated a greater tactile acuity in late VI in relation to the group with normal vision.

In relation to the smell improvement, there are psychophysical studies that revealed differences in olfactory performance between individuals with blindness and normal vision. Cuevas *et al*.^[@ref47]^ reported that individuals with blindness have keener olfaction than those with vision in odor-free identification. In another study, Beaulieu- Lefebvre *et al*.^[@ref61]^ demonstrated that VI subjects have a lower threshold for odor detection and are more aware of their olfactory environment. Araneda^[@ref62]^ observed that cross-activation of occipital brain areas occurs similarly in both precocious and nonblinded blinds when olfactory stimulation occurs passively. However, when olfactory stimulation occurs actively and in the cognitive processing of some odors specific types, the brain occipital region is more stimulated in early cecum than in non-blind. In the study by Rombaux *et al.*,^[@ref63]^ the results showed that early VI have a greater volume of the olfactory bulb when analyzed in MRI, in addition to superior olfactory abilities when compared to the odors discrimination and identification.

Conclusions {#sec1-6}
===========

Vision loss is congenital, early or late, and results in CNS changes that may lead to improvements in non-visual senses, due to the expansion of non-vision related cortical areas such as hearing, touch, and smell for regions attributed to vision. In this way, the occipital cortex acts as an extension of nonvisual areas, which improves both functionality and a greater number of areas recruited in the non-visual information processing. This is due to the neuroplasticity process which is facilitated by the deficiency age. Thus, congenital and early VI have a higher degree of cerebral plasticity in relation to late VI. This higher degree of neuroplasticity in congenital and early VIs allows a greater integration of non-visual senses allowing these individuals a greater functionality in daily tasks such as sound location, greater tactile and olfactory distinction, that is, allows individuals a greater adaptability to the physical and social environment. In general, studies are directed to the possibility that, in the near future, science can exploit neuroplasticity in VI so that the individual with no vision can have a treatment that provides an expansion of the other senses for social readaptation. Besides, advances in the understanding of cortical plasticity may allow patients who have suffered any type of damage in brain areas to resume the activities of the damaged area by transfer to other intact brain areas.

![(A) Schematic representation of areas related to vision in healthy individuals. (B) Schematic representation of areas involved in language comprehension and semantic processes. (C) Representation of cross-neuroplasticity in congenital visually impaired patients. It is observed, an expansion of areas not related to vision to the visual cortex resulting in an improvement of non-visual senses.](ni-10-4-7326-g001){#fig001}

![Schematic diagram showing multimodal neuroplasticity. (A) In people with normal vision, the occipital cortex receives and processes visual information by inhibiting preexisting pathways for non-visual functions such as hearing, touch, and smell. (B) In early visual impaired, the absence of visual information processing promotes an activation of pathways that were previously inhibited by vision resulting in improved hearing, touch, and smell.](ni-10-4-7326-g002){#fig002}

![The illustration shows that cross-plasticity phenomena can be regulated over a sensitive period, in which sensory experience has a greater influence on behavioral and cortical development.](ni-10-4-7326-g003){#fig003}
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